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A range of manually operated winches for trailer boat use and 
many other general lifting applications (Not for lifting humans).  
These winches feature shaft and gears of stamped high tensile 
alloy steel with internally lubricated drum bushing and pinion 
gear shaft bearings for increased life and ease of operation.
The frame has formed reinforcements for added strength and 
the winch is supplied with smooth turning roller grip handle.
These winches are supplied with a black EDC corrosion 
resistant finish and are priced to suit the average budget.
They are supplied without a winch cable  - these must be 
ordered separately - see next 2 pages.

380KG  (840LB)  Capacity
3.2 to 1 gear ratio.  One way single ratchet operation and 
freespool.
Base size : 95 x 88mm.  5 possible fastening positions.

RWB2903 Winch 380 Kg
SP214 Replacement handle only

545KG  (1200LB)  Capacity
4 to 1 gear ratio.  Two way ratchet operation (winds mechanically 
both in and out) - and freespool operation.
Base size : 135 x 88mm.  5 possible fastening positions.

RWB2905 Winch 545 Kg
SP215 Replacement handle only

635KG  (1400LB)  Capacity
4 to 1 gear ratio.  Two way ratchet operation (winds mechanically 
both in and out) - and freespool operation.
Base size : 135 x 88mm.  5 possible fastening positions.

RWB2906 Winch 635 Kg
SP215 Replacement handle only

Ideal for trailers, docks, pontoons and other general lifting 
applications (not for lifting humans).
High quality rust and corrosion resistant marine hand winches 
made from 304 grade stainless steel. 
Features include solid gear design, internally lubricated drum 
and pinion gear bushings and stainless steel handle with 
moulded roller grip. 

Available in single gear drive or dual gear drive for additional 
lifting capacity.

Winch cable not included - see next 2 pages.

RWB895 380 kg Single Ratio 3.5:1 Base 125 x 85mm

RWB896 540 kg Dual  Ratio 3.5:1 Base 125 x 85mm

RWB897 720 kg Single  Ratio 4.1:1 Base 135 x 88mm

RWB898 900 kg Dual  Ratio 4.1:1 Base 135 x 88mm

Single gear
drive winch

Dual gear
drive winch

RWB2905

RWB2906

RWB2903

Stainless  Steel  Trailer  Winches

Standard  Manual  Trailer  Winches
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